This paper proposes new features for recognizing handwritten Japanese Kanji characters. Many feature extraction methods have been studied for Kanji. In particular, stroke directional features are effective if the Kanji are well formed. Directional features are local shape descriptions of individual strokes and so are not robust against shape distortion, in particular, slanting, rotation, and the fluctuation in stroke direction seen in freely handwritten characters. Against this distortion, the 2-D relative arrangement of constituent strokes is rather effective as a structural and global shape description. We focus on this fact and derive new features for measuring the 2-D relationship between strokes. We derive new measures that express the 2-D relationship from directional features of adjacent strokes, and use these as new features. The new features express the relative angle and the relative position of adjacent strokes as a structural and global shape description. Experiments show that the proposed new measures achieve very high recognition rates of about 95% for a data set in the square style and about 80% for a data set in the free style.
INTRODUCTION
For handwritten Japanese Kanji character recognition, several algorithms exist such as the pattern matching method, feature matching method, and stroke analysis method. In particular, in the feature matching method, the features used for matching are very important in enhancing recognition performance. Over the last twenty years, many features have been studied and proposed, for example, numbers of pixels and stroke complexity.' In particular, the stroke directional feature, which expresses the shape of a stroke, is often used for Kanji recognition.' Different stroke directional features have been proposed and they have showed good results in initial recognition experiments.25 Unfortunately, directional features represent the local shape of individual strokes and so are very sensitive to shape distortion, in particular, slanting, rotation, and the fluctuation in stroke direction seen in freely handwritten characters. Freely written data are not as well recognized as carefully written data. The need is to study new features to replace or support directional features for enhanced Kanji recognition.
We focused on the 2-D relationship between strokes to yield a structural and global shape description of characters.
Although a few studies examined 2-D arrangement,6'7 the results were not really conclusive. This paper takes a slightly different angle. We propose new features about relative angle and relative position of adjacent strokes to form a structural and global shape description, examine its performance, compare it against conventional directional features, and examine the performance of the combination of directional and 2-D arrangement features. 9 The ePDC feature vector is extracted as follows. First, the Kanji character pattern is scanned from outside into inside in eight directions. Next, on each contour black pixel of the first, second, and third strokes encountered in each direction, the run-length l in each of the eight directions is computed and direction contributivity d2(i = 1, 2, . . . , 8) is computed for the pixel by using the following expression.
d, = (1) Third, the image is sliced into several zones in each peripheral scan direction. Finally, the feature vector is obtained by storing directional contributivity on each zone in each direction and in each encountered order. An example of handwritten Kanji image and feature extraction is shown in Figure 1 . Kanji characters contain three types of information. First is the strokes themselves; they exist. ePDC can extract information about the existence and orientation of individual strokes. Second is the stroke location. Third is the relationship between strokes. We note that humans use the 2-D relative arrangement of strokes to recognize Kanji characters and so emphasize the last type of information: the 2-D relative arrangement of constituent strokes. By using the information of 2-D relative arrangement, we can express the 2-D structural shape of characters and make _____ -_______ (6) fsf? /=i9 83 recognition robust against shape distortion. Actually, Kanji characters contain many vertical and horizontal strokes that parallel each other, and the fluctuation in an individual stroke is often matched by equivalent fluctuation in parallel strokes. Furthermore the 2-D relationship among strokes in the local area is often stable in handwritten Kanji characters. By using the information of the 2-D relationship between strokes, many patterns that were recognized erroneously by using the ePDC feature, could be recognized correctly.
2-D relationship between strokes
The new features that express the 2-D relative arrangement of strokes are derived below. We measure the relative angle and relative position of adjacent strokes. F = (Ii, 12, . . . , 18) shows direction contributivity feature vector stored on the pixel of interest or in the zone which this pixel belongs to. G = (9i g, . . . , gs) shows feature vector stored on the pixel or in the zone that observed from the earlier fundamental pixel to each direction as relative position. As a result of extracting the information of the relative angle of these strokes (feature vectors), we can obtain a feature vector that expresses the 2-D relationship. These procedures are shown in Figure 2 . [=1f .
correlation h=f2•g2 (3) normalized correlation
The first three measures ( cosine, correlation, and normalized correlation) emphasize the similarity of the two strokes, while the others (difference and normalized difference) emphasize the difference. We tested the performance of these five measures in a recognition experiment. Categories of examples above are "" , " li" , "tb" , "" , '"I" , "" , "n" , "a" , "c-" , and ""
,)\ t p > cj * yc Figure 4 . Examples of test data set 2. These are more distorted and degraded than ETL9B entries. These were written on blank sheets with various writing materials, and segmented manually. The categories are the same as those shown in Figure 3. 
Features and classifier
Several methods can extract and store features to define the relative position between adjacent strokes. Here, we adopt the peripheral scanning extraction used in ePDC. The reason is that this operation naturally derives the directions and positions on the eight directions. The numbers of scanning directions, zones in each direction, encountered strokes, and scanning directions of run-length in extracting ePDC are 8, 8, 3, and 8, respectively. So, the dimensions of each feature are as follows. Cosine has 8 x 8 x 2 x 1 =128 dimensions while the other four features have 8 x 8 x 2 x 8 = 1024 dimensions. We used the following Euclidian distance measure as a classifier.
F and f are input feature vector and its i-th element, respectively. G and gji are the mean feature vector of the j-th category and its i-th element in dictionary, respectively. N is the total number of dimensions.
Recognition results
We used 20 samples per category as a subset of test data set 1 to evaluate the five features. The cumulative classification rates of each feature are shown in Figure 5 . Cosine's poor recognition rate reflects its lower dimensionality than the other four features. Correlation and normalized correlation work well if an adjacent stroke exists. However, they are useless if no such stroke exists. On the other hand, difference and normalized difference offer some benefit regardless of whether the adjacent stroke exists or not. If no such stroke exists, they express the absolute angle of the fundamental stroke and so offer better recognition rates than the first three features.
We named the feature derived from the difference measure Relative Direction Contributivity (RDC) while Normalized Relative Direction Contributivity (nRDC) refers to the normalized difference. We evaluated their performances, and compared them to ePDC. For extracting RDC and nRDC, we extracted ePDC up to the fourth encountered stroke and derived features from the three pairs of adjacent strokes. The dimensionality of each feature is 8 scanning directions x 8 zones x 3 depth x 8 elements = 1536 dimensions. As the test data set, we used the both data set as mentioned above. Table 1 and Table 2 show the cumulative classification rates of each feature for both test data sets.
Here, RDC/nRDC yields better recognition rates than ePDC, even though RDC/nRDC is derived from ePDC. For test data set 1, RDC shows a 33% reduction and nRDC shows a 27% reduction in error from that achieved with the original ePDC features. These results show that the information about relative angle and relative position 
Accuracy improvement by feature combinations
Usually, a combination of two types of features can be expected to correctly recognize most of the samples erroneously recognized by the individual features. To check the effectiveness of combining ePDC with RDC/nRDC, we examined the mutual relationship between ePDC and RDC/nRDC for improving the recognition rate. Table 3 and Table 4 show the mutual relationship between ePDC and RDC/nRDC for test data set 1. In Table 3 , from mutual relationship among RDC error & ePDC correct rate (1.53%), RDC correct & ePDC error rate (3.46%), and RDC error & ePDC error rate (2.39%), the combination of ePDC and RDC seems to reduce the error rate to the minimum value of 2.39% and so yields better recognition rates than those obtained by RDC or ePDC ideally. Similarly, Table 4 indicates that the combination of ePDC and nRDC seems to be better than nRDC or ePDC. Accordingly, we examined both combinations mentioned above. To combine the pairs of features, we used principal component analysis (PCA) and reduced the dimensionality of the features from 3072 to 1536. Tables 5 and Table 6 show the recognition rates of the combinations. Because we combined two types of features, ePDC and RDC/nRDC, we obtained slightly better recognition rates than either ePDC or RDC/nRDC independently. But, these increases (0.4%'-.1.7%) appear to be rather weak. The main reason for this is that the features of RDC/nRDC are close to those expressed by the linear combination of 
DISCUSSION
To check the effectiveness of the combination, overlapping sets of patterns erroneously recognized among ePDC, nRDC, and the combination of ePDC and nRDC that obtained the best recognition rate are indicated in Figure  6 (a). If we use the criterion that the combination yielded correct recognition while ePDC or nRDC individually could not, in the (3.62 + 2.04 =)5.66% of samples that were erroneously recognized by each feature, we could obtain (3.12 + 1.39 =)4.51% correct recognition by the combination (see Figure 6 (b) ). This result shows a reduction of 80% in erroneous recognition and that combining the two features of local shape description and structural / global shape description is a good idea for recognizing handwritten Kanji characters. The ratio between the numbers of samples erroneously recognized by both features are correctly recognized by the combination feature and those of samples correctly recognized by both features are erroneously recognized by the combination is 4.97% : 0.24% = about 20 : 1 ( see Figure 6 (c)). This shows that the idea of combining two (or more) features is effective for Kanji recognition with little risk. There remains the error rate of 1.81% not recognized correctly by either three kinds of features. Figure 7 shows examples recognized correctly by the combination of ePDC and nRDC that were recognized erroneously by ePDC. Examples on upper row belong to test data set 1. Those on lower row belong to test data set 2. The information about the 2-D relationship between adjacent strokes seems to offer robustness against the fluctuation of stroke direction and corrected erroneous recognition. 
CONCLUSION
Based on our observation on that the 2-D relationship between strokes is effective for recognizing Kanji characters, we have proposed new features which express relative angle and relative position of adjacent strokes as structural and global shape descriptions and are derived from the directional feature that is local shape description. Experiments showed that the new features are effective for recognizing handwritten Kanji characters and are better than the conventional directional feature for data both carefully written and freely written. Combining the directional feature with the relationship feature improves the recognition rates furthermore. Further work is needed to determine the tradeoff between emphasizing character shape description and robustness against shape distortion.
